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ABSTRACT 
 

More and more approaches for Systematic Biologically-Inspired Design aim to scalably leverage large 

biological databases. To support the Scalable Systematic Biologically-Inspired Design process, an 

automated method for mention and focus organism detection in biological strategy documents is 

proposed and validated to perform with 85% precision and 81% recall. Furthermore, a number of potential 

applications of mention and focus organism detection are presented, and the biodiversity of two corpora is 

measured.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Biologically-Inspired Design (BID) is a discipline in which inspiration is taken from 

the natural world to solve technical problems or challenges. Indeed, many of the 

challenges organisms face, such as making strong materials, moving efficiently through 

fluids, implementing shock absorbency, regulating temperature, etc., are similar to 

human problems. In nature, biological systems evolve through the process of natural 

selection. Survival of the fittest results in biological solutions with proven performance 

to the challenges posed [1,2]. The general increase in environmental consciousness [3], 

supported by academic research [4], forms the basis of a second important motivation 

for looking at nature for inspiration. Indeed, organisms optimize energy consumption for 

their processes as they rely on renewable resources; meanwhile, they do not generate 

ever-growing waste piles. Nature is regarded as a promising source of inspiration for 

environmentally friendly products and processes [5] and, by some, even regarded as a 

measure or ecological standard to judge the "rightness" of innovations [6]. A third 

argument for BID claims that drawing inspiration from a largely unused biological 

knowledge domain entails a higher probability of identifying leapfrog innovations. In an 

experimental setup, exposure to biological examples has been found to increase novelty 

without decreasing variety in idea generation [7].  

These high expectations for Biologically-Inspired Design are not currently met 

with adequate methods and algorithms to enable designers to systematically leverage 

nature's potential. Most bio-inspired ideas still originate from spontaneous, accidental 

inspiration. For example, the inventor of Velcro serendipitously observed the ability of 
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the cocklebur to attach to the fur of his dog, which inspired him to study this 

phenomenon in detail and to develop the well-known innovation. Therefore, in the last 

decade, a number of research efforts have focused on providing support in the 

Biologically-Inspired Design process by developing tools and methods that facilitate 

cross-domain search and knowledge transfer (see Section 3). Many successes and 

insights are reported, and more and more attention is going towards scaling existing 

approaches to leverage large natural-language resources. In this context, this paper 

contributes to the field by proposing methods for mention and focus organism detection 

in biological strategies, a core functionality that has several applications in the Scalable 

Systematic BID process.  
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2. NOMENCLATURE 

 

Biodiversity In the context of this paper, biodiversity refers to the diversity of 

focus organisms in the corpus. 

Biological rank The position or level in a taxonomic hierarchy. The main ranks 

relevant to this contribution are (from specific to general): 

species, genus, family, order, class, phylum and kingdom. 

Biological strategy A solution of an organism in nature to a challenge. Different 

biological strategy documents can discuss different aspects of the 

same biological strategy. 

Focus organism The main organism a biological strategy document discusses. 

Mention The occurrence of a species name or the name of a species group 

(e.g., walking sticks) in natural-language text. 

Named entity The part of natural-language text that refers to entities like 

organisms, genes, proteins, locations, persons, organizations, etc. 

NCBI Taxonomy  The NCBI Taxonomy database is a curated set of names and 

classifications for organisms [8]. 

SBID 

 

Systematic Biologically-Inspired Design: the development and 

application of tools and methods that assist in eliminating the 

element of chance in bio-ideation. 

SSBID Scalable SBID can leverage the large body of available biological 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/handbook/A1237/def-item/app116/
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knowledge without the need for immense resources to realize 

interactive tasks inherent to the methodology.  

Strategy document A text document describing a biological strategy. 

Taxonomy ID A unique identifier in the NCBI taxonomic database [8], also 

known as “taxid.” 

 
3. RELATED RESEARCH 
 

As the proposed focus organism detection method aims at supporting scalable 

systematic BID approaches, first the state-of-the-art in the field is summarized. Next, 

related research on species named entity recognition is detailed as this is the starting 

point for focus organism detection. 

 

3.1 Scalable Systematic Biologically-Inspired Design 

Over the last 15 years, a number of contributions have been proposed for 

supporting the systematic Biologically-Inspired Design process. These bio-ideation tools 

and methodologies can be categorized into three main categories: (1) keyword-based 

search (Bridge verbs [9,10]), (2) approaches supporting on the classification of biological 

strategies (BioTRIZ [11], AskNature [12]) and (3) contributions that require complex 

model instantiation for each corpus entry, such as Structure-Behaviour-Function (SBF) 

models [13], Functional Basis (FB) models [14,15] and SAPPhIRE models of causality 

[16,17]. A more detailed description of these approaches is available [18] wherein their 
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individual contribution is positioned in the typical phases of a Biologically-Inspired 

Design process. 

All of the above methodologies struggle in one way or another with scalably 

integrating large numbers of biological systems. Their core scalability challenge is the 

necessity to perform interactive work proportional to the size of the corpus. This 

interactive work is interactive result filtering for the Bridge verbs method, interactive 

classification for the BioTRIZ and AskNature contributions and interactive model 

instantiation for the FB, SBF and SAPPhIRE approaches. To mediate scalability issues, the 

crowdsourcing of database expansion has been adopted by the SBF-based approach 

[19], and an Engineering to Biology Thesaurus [15,20]—a lookup table that translates 

the Functional Basis terms into biological corresponding terms—has been proposed to 

extend the Functional Basis approach. Recently, SEABIRD has been proposed [21], which 

is a method for Scalable sEarch for systemAtic Biologically-InspiRed Design (SEABIRD). 

This SSBID support tool automatically links products described in patents to organisms 

and their strategies described in biological papers without imposing a practical limit on 

database size, hence effectively eliminating interactive work proportional to the 

strategy database.  

 

3.2 Species Named-Entity Recognition 

The identification of species mentions in natural-language text is a familiar 

named-entity recognition task in the field of bio-informatics where a number of 

contributions have been made aiming at identifying such mentions in biomedical texts, 
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hereby serving applications like, for instance, the identification of other named entities 

such as genes and proteins [22]. The proposed approaches can be classified into two 

main categories: rule-based versus dictionary-based. Rule-based methods (e.g., 

TaxonGrab [23,24] and FAT [25]) exploit the typical binomial nomenclature introduced 

by Linnaeus [26], where the capitalized name of the genus is followed by a second part 

denoting a specific species belonging to that genus, such as Hemitripterus americanus. 

The three main disadvantages of rule-based approaches in our application context are 

(1) their inability to recognize common names (e.g., the common name for 

Hemitripterus americanus is sea raven), (2) the fact that their inherent rule-based 

nature prevents them from identifying mentions of taxonomic ranks higher than the 

species level and (3) mentions identified by rules are not linked to unique organism 

identifiers like, for instance, NCBI Taxonomy IDs [8]. In contrast, dictionary-based 

approaches (e.g., G-PathBinderH [27], WhatizitOrganism [28] and LINNAEUS [29,30]) 

start from a large database of species names and adopt a strategy for mapping those 

names to species mentions in biomedical texts. In contrast to rule-based approaches, 

these approaches lend themselves to being expanded to incorporate common names as 

well as higher taxonomic entries, and resulting mentions can be mapped to unique 

identifiers. The dictionary-based approach that best matches the requirements of the 

envisaged application is LINNAEUS [29]. It uses optimized regular expressions to 

efficiently and accurately detect mentions of species in biomedical texts with 94% recall 

and 97% precision. Furthermore, its performance has been thoroughly validated, it 

maps mentions to NCBI Taxonomy IDs, it is extensible to integrate higher ranks and 
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common names and the tool is open source. In the next section, both mention and focus 

organism detection in biological strategy documents are proposed. 

 
4. MENTION AND FOCUS ORGANISM DETECTION IN BIOLOGICAL STRATEGY 
DOCUMENTS 
 

The advent of scalable tools for supporting systematic bio-ideation brings a new 

set of research questions to the foreground: Which sources should be selected to form a 

representative corpus of biological strategies? How can scalable search algorithms be 

developed? How can one deal with the potentially large number of relevant stimuli 

generated? How can search results be further refined to zoom in to specific aspects of 

the design question at hand? To answer these questions, mention and focus organism 

detection in biological strategies is proposed in this section, a core algorithm supporting 

new functionalities that provide answers to these research questions. 

There are three levels on which the proposed approach operates: (1) detecting 

organism mentions of any taxonomic rank in natural-language text (sentence level), (2) 

determining the focus organism for each biological strategy document (document level) 

and (3) measuring the biodiversity of biological strategy document corpora (corpus 

level). This section explains how the first two levels are implemented; validation hereof 

is presented in Section 5. Applications of mention and focus organism detection are 

detailed in Section 6, and the specific application of corpus biodiversity measurement is 

detailed in Section 7. A general overview of the proposed approach connecting the 

three levels is presented in Fig. 1, of which the components are discussed in the 

remainder of this section.  
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Identification of higher taxonomic mentions and their common names 

Biological strategies are frequently described on a higher taxonomic level than 

the species level. For example, in the case of the design of an adaptive leg prosthesis 

using biological principles [31] only 4 out of the 14 identified biological strategies are 

explained at the species level. This case indicates that taxonomic levels at least up until 

the phylum level are used to specify focus organisms, as it provides strategy examples 

for species groups specified by their genus, family, order, class and phylum names. From 

the corpus of AskNature [12]: the strategy “Air scoops on the sides of ants cool them 

through evaporation,” for example, is explained for the focus organism ants specified at 

the family level (Formicidae), only with its common name. Such absence of scientific 

names is not uncommon in biological strategy descriptions; hence, the recognition of 

common names referring to species or species groups is an important requirement for 

mention detection. 

To meet these requirements, the standard species dictionary available with the 

LINNAEUS implementation (i.e., the species-1.1 version [30]) is expanded with all NCBI 

database entries of non-species and their common names. This component is 

represented in Fig. 1 by the Expanded Dictionary Database. An extra expansion of this 

dictionary database involves the lemmatization of the names in the NCBI taxonomy. 

Omitting lemmatization would, for instance, not match sea anemone to Actiniaria 

(Taxonomy ID 6103, sea anemones). As the singular form (lemma) is not captured in the 

NCBI database, regular expression matching would fail. Because the lemmas of 
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taxonomic names are frequently used in strategy descriptions, lemmatization is 

important for achieving satisfactory precision. Lemmatization is performed with the 

command line interface of the WordNet lemmatizer [32]. Additionally, it was observed 

that authors from time to time concatenate multiple words (e.g., writing silkmoth 

instead of silk moth) or adopt inconsistent capitalization of organism names (e.g., 

writing banksia instead of Banksia). Therefore, the dictionary has also been expanded 

with such variants to allow regular expression matching to detect these.  

The integration of common names and higher taxonomic ranks is not without a 

downside, as some of these names are also used in the English language to refer to 

other concepts. For example, the word bents is more likely to be an inflection of the 

verb to bend than a mention of the common name bents for the genus of Agrostis 

(Taxonomy ID 15297, bent grasses). Adding such organisms to a short stop word list is 

an important measure for delivering adequate mention and focus organism detection 

precision. Imagine, for example, the word this continuously being mapped to the 

Taxonomy ID 169495 which represents a genus of flies with the scientific name This. 

Other stop words placed on this list are frequently used person (Veronica, Erica, 

Melissa) or place (California, Phoenix, Nevada) names. This way, mapping names of 

authors of biological papers or of the location of their universities to rarely occurring 

organism mentions is avoided. See Appendix A for the full stop words list represented in 

Fig. 1 as Expanded Stop Word List. 
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Mention detection and mention mapping to Unique Organism Identifiers 

Mention detection performed by the open source tool LINNAEUS is implemented 

by generating regular expressions for dictionary entries [29]. For performance reasons, 

deterministic finite-state automatons (DFA) are generated that combine regular 

expressions for several species. More details are provided by the above reference. As a 

consequence of LINNAEUS being a dictionary-based approach, the references to 

organisms in natural-language text (mentions) are mapped to unique identifiers. 

Noteworthy, LINNAEUS returns the longest match when several options are possible. 

This way, for example, the text raccoon butterflyfish will not map to Procyon lotor 

(Taxonomy ID 9654, raccoons) but to Chaetodon lunula (Taxonomy ID 109694, raccoon 

butterflyfish). 

In contrast to typical bio-informatics applications, the proposed system is not fed 

biomedical documents discussing research on disease treatment, animal testing, 

genomic mapping, etc. as these are of little interest to the identification of biological 

stimuli for systematic BID. This entails that the aspects of the LINNAEUS mention 

detection approach tailored for this specific application domain need to be removed. To 

this purpose, two actions were taken. First, the component that disambiguates 

acronyms based on the occurrences of their different definitions in biomedical literature 

is removed as this component is tuned for another application domain. Second, a similar 

component that disambiguates mentions based on their non-ambiguous occurrence 

frequencies in biomedical literature is removed for the same reason. Indeed, the high 

frequency at which typical model organisms (rats, mice, rabbits, etc.) occur in 
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biomedical literature is not helpful for disambiguating mentions in biological strategy 

documents. Besides these two adaptations (together with the previously mentioned 

expanded dictionary and stop word list), mention detection is performed exactly as 

specified by the authors of LINNAEUS [29]. 

The output of the mention detection step (shown in Fig. 1) is a list of positions in 

the texts where mentions are detected and a mapping of these matches to their NCBI 

Taxonomy ID. For example, for the paper title “The significance of fur structure for solar 

heat gain in the rock squirrel, Spermophilus variegatus.” mention detection generates 

the following output: 

Start End Text    Taxonomy ID   Rank 
61 74 rock squirrel   45472   species 
76 99 Spermophilus variegatus 45472   species 

 

Focus Organism Detection 

Based on identified mentions, a focus organism hypothesis can be posed for 

each biological strategy document. Such a task has been tried before for biomedical 

papers with the application of using the detected organisms to disambiguate other 

named entities like proteins [33]. The adopted method composes a frequency-ranked 

list of all mentions in a biomedical paper while taking into account the frequencies of 

species in their application domain (protein–protein interactions). To improve 

performance, mentions in paper abstracts are weighted 25 times more than other full-

text mentions. The authors of this approach [33] integrate a number of components 

that are not relevant for detecting focus organisms in biological strategy documents: 

The dictionary is restricted to 11,444 organisms from the UniProt database [34] 
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(containing detailed information about proteins), the frequency of organisms in the 

InAct database [35] (containing detailed information about protein–protein interactions) 

is used to weight retrieved mention frequencies and the organism humans is used as a 

default organism when no hypothesis can be made. Furthermore, this related research 

aims only at identifying species-level focus organisms.  

It has been observed that biological strategy documents tend to declare their 

focus organisms in the titles. Therefore, the proposed procedure first tries to maximize 

focus organism detection precision by initially restricting its scope to the most 

informative part of the strategies (the titles), after which recall is boosted by considering 

the second most informative part (the abstract) for those strategy documents that were 

not given a focus organism hypothesis based on the analysis of the title. The inclusion of 

other parts of full-text papers was not found to be beneficial for performance. 

If more than one mention is detected in the title, the most specific is taken—that 

is, the one with the lowest taxonomic rank. This maps to the common practice where a 

higher rank name precedes a more specific mention. Take for example the title “The role 

of antennal sensory cues in female responses to courting males in the cricket 

Teleogryllus oceanicus,” where first the family of crickets is referred to after which the 

specific species is detailed. In the rare cases where this results in more than one focus 

organism hypothesis (of the same rank), the one with the lowest NCBI Taxonomy ID is 

arbitrarily taken. For now, the algorithm does not attempt to identify multiple focus 

organisms, although this would be a straightforward extension.  
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 As can be seen in Table 1, less than 20% of the titles (69/400) did not result in an 

identified focus organism. For these strategy documents, mention detection is 

performed on their abstracts and, again, the most specific mention is taken. In cases of 

several candidate focus organisms of the same rank, the most frequently mentioned is 

taken; and in the (rare) cases of equal rank and mention frequency, the focus organism 

with the lowest NCBI Taxonomy ID is arbitrarily taken.  

 
 
 
 
5. VALIDATION OF FOCUS ORGANISM DETECTION 
 

Focus organism detection is validated by applying the proposed approach to a 

title and abstract corpus of the Journal of Experimental Biology. The resulting corpus 

contains 8,020 documents, of which 400 were randomly drawn for the validation of 

focus organism detection. The test results are presented in Table 1 and the calculation 

of precision and recall in Table 2.  

When judging the correctness of the results, the posed focus organism 

hypothesis is labeled under one of two main categories:  correct or incorrect hypothesis. 

To allow more in-depth analysis of incorrect focus organism hypotheses, this category is 

further divided into four subcategories, each expressing a different explanation for what 

went wrong (see columns 3 to 6 in Table 1). The first (and most common) mistake of the 

focus organism detection algorithm is the proposal of a more general hypothesis. For 

example, a document discussing Antarctic fishes will identify fishes as a focus organism 

since the description Antarctic fishes represents a geographical grouping of fish species, 
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not a taxonomic grouping. Examples of other mentions labeled as more general (and 

thus as a wrong hypothesis) are insects for tiny insects, bats for cave dwelling bats and 

birds for migrating birds. A second error type, which is less common, is the identification 

of a more specific focus organism. For example, the words river lamprey Lethenteron 

japonicum map to river lampreys (Taxonomy ID 104631) and Lethenteron japonicum 

(Taxonomy ID 980415), both of the rank species. As explained above, for this specific 

case the mention with the lowest Taxonomy ID would be chosen. However, in the 

context of this sentence, the latter mention seems to be a specification of the first, and 

focus organism mapping to the first is counted as a mistake. A third type of focus 

organism detection mistake groups completely wrong hypotheses. For example, in the 

title “The Frank-Starling mechanism in vertebrate cardiac myocytes,” Starling is mapped 

to the species Sturnus vulgaris (Taxonomy ID 9172, common name: starling). This is 

clearly a mistake. Only 9 in 400 such mistakes were encountered of which some can be 

avoided by iteratively expanding the stop list (see discussion of results in Section 8). A 

fourth type of mistake, observed only once in the validation set of 400 strategy 

documents, occurs when an organism is identified as a focus organism but is mentioned 

in the text in another role—that is, not as core study object. 

When using only the strategy document titles, precision, calculated by dividing 

the number of correct focus organism assignments (289) by the total number of focus 

organism assignments (331), is 87%. Recall, calculated by dividing the number of correct 

focus organism assignments (289) by the theoretical maximum number of focus 

organisms that could have been correctly identified (400), is 72%. It should be noted 
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here that assuming that each strategy document has a focus organism is a simplification 

causing some underestimation of recall, as it is possible (but not common) to describe a 

biological strategy without mentioning any species or species group. 

Although 87% precision for strategy document title analysis is satisfying for 

measuring the biodiversity of a strategy corpus, 72% recall is rather low (see Table 2). 

Therefore, the documents that did not receive a focus organism hypothesis from the 

analysis of their titles are given a second chance by analyzing their abstracts. This results 

in a precision of 85% (325/383) and a recall of 81% (325/400). These results illustrate a 

trade-off between precision and recall, in this case by achieving a 9% gain in recall at a 

cost of 2% precision. The previously discussed method for focus organism detection [33] 

in biomedical documents reports 74.2% precision and 73.8% recall. 

Noteworthy, in the context of biodiversity measurement, two previously 

mentioned types of incorrect focus organism detection (identifying more general or 

more specific focus organisms) would not significantly harm overall biodiversity 

measurement as taxonomic aggregation typically occurs at higher ranks (e.g., kingdom) 

than those to which such errors apply. For example, identifying turtles instead of a 

specific species of turtles, or vice versa, does not influence counting the number of 

Animalia. Counting these reported mistakes (see columns 3 and 4 of Table 1) as “correct 

in the context of measuring biodiversity” would result in 97% precision and 93% recall. 

However, to ensure that precision and recall also apply to other applications of focus 

organism detection (see Section 6), the more conservative judgment is reported. 
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The repeatability of judging the correctness of a focus organism hypothesis is a 

human process and is thus subjective and error-prone. Hence, a chance-adjusted 

measure for inter-rater agreement is calculated. Here, the free-marginal multirater 

kappa [36] is used since coders are not forced to mark a specific proportion of the 

hypotheses as correct or incorrect. The free-marginal bi-rater kappa is calculated as 0.87 

when more general and more specific focus organism hypotheses are counted as errors 

(cf. the experiments with 85% precision and 81% recall), and kappa is 1 when more 

general and more specific hypotheses are counted as correct in the context of the 

biodiversity measurement application (cf. the experiments with 97% precision and 93% 

recall). Kappa values range from -1 to 1: -1 indicating perfect disagreement below 

chance, 0 indicating agreement equal to chance and 1 indicating perfect agreement 

above chance. As a rule of thumb, a kappa value of 0.7 or above is considered proof of 

good agreement [36]. 

 
 
6. APPLICATIONS OF MENTION AND FOCUS ORGANISM DETECTION IN THE SCALABLE 
SYSTEMATIC BID PROCESS 

 
The Scalable Systematic Biologically-Inspired Design process comprises four main 

steps: (1) formulation of search objectives, (2) scalable search for biological analogues, 

(3) filter and analysis of biological analogues and (4) knowledge transfer [17,18]. When 

developing a bio-ideation tool to assist in these four phases of the SSBID process, 

mention and focus organism detection can offer a number of supporting functionalities. 

In this section, a non-exhaustive list of such applications is presented.  
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For the following two SSBID approaches, mention detection is an essential 

component of the algorithms that enable scalable search (SSBID process step 2). An 

algorithm that automatically classifies biological strategy documents into the classes of 

the Biomimicry Taxonomy is proposed [37] to demonstrate the potential of scaling the 

approach of AskNature [12]. To avoid the classification algorithm being misled by 

organism names in biological strategies, mentions are detected and removed [37]. This 

way, many undesirable interdocument links are avoided such as, for example, between 

a sample document discussing strong turtle bites (to be classified to breaking down 

biotic materials) and a reference document detailing turtle shields (to be classified as 

defending against biotic/abiotic factors). At the core of the above mentioned SEABIRD 

SSBID support tool are general conceptual representations of the technical and 

biological domain, respectively named Product and Organism Aspects, extracted from 

large corpora of patents and biological papers [18,21]. Organism Aspect extraction 

supports on mention detection as filtering organism mentions in biological strategy 

documents before dimension reduction ensures that the resulting conceptual 

representations do not represent taxonomic groups. This way, a potentially large 

number of useless Organism Aspects are avoided that would hinder the effectiveness of 

the bio-ideation search tool.  

The same SEABIRD tool leverages focus organism detection to depict organism 

characterizations. These illustrate, for a specific queried organism, the scores on the 

most relevant Organism Aspects. Fig. 2 shows this for the family of geckos. Based on 

eight documents discussing this organism group, the radar plot indicates geckos to be 
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interesting when looking for adhesion and climbing. Note, this is not a representative 

view about geckos, but a summary of the knowledge contained in the corpus at that 

time (the Journal of Experimental Biology). This functionality is especially useful for the 

solution-oriented SSBID process, where one starts from selected organisms or biological 

strategies and aims at finding technical problems that can be solved. This way, 

organisms are linked to Organism Aspects, which in turn are linked to Product Aspects, 

products and companies [18,21]. Another focus organism application in SEABIRD makes 

it possible to visualize how similar solutions in nature are implemented for 

taxonomically distant species. For example, in the Journal of Experimental Biology, 

SEABIRD finds strategies of structural coloring for butterflies, birds and dragonflies [21]. 

Another application of focus organism detection is the measurement of the 

biodiversity of biological corpora—that is, the diversity of focus organisms linked to the 

documents—to form an idea of how strong different taxa are represented in the corpus.  

Such analysis should be applied to corpora containing mainly strategies that are focus 

organism specific (or specific to a small number of different focus organisms), as the 

biodiversity of corpora mainly discussing general biological strategies for model 

organisms holds little meaning. The biodiversity measurement method and two 

examples are detailed in Section 7. 

Performing scalable search on large biological strategy databases—that is, on a 

corpus in the order of magnitude of tens to hundreds of thousands of strategies—can be 

expected to yield a large number of relevant results. This introduces a new scalability 

challenge for the filtering and analysis of search results (SSBID process step 3). Focus 
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organism detection can assist here by grouping relevant retrieved strategy documents 

by their low-ranked focus organisms. The implicit hypothesis here is that the description 

of different aspects of the same strategy for the same focus organism in multiple 

strategy documents can be grouped to reduce the number of relevant stimuli during 

ideation. For example, if gecko adhesion is found to be relevant, different studied 

aspects such as the effects of humidity on gecko adhesion [38] or the analysis of the 

dynamics of geckos running vertically [39] share the same principle of using Van Der 

Waals Forces for adhesion. Taxonomically grouping such strategy documents allows 

highlighting the common principle as stimulus. 

A last proposed application of focus organism detection (in the third step of the 

SSBID process) is the filtering of biological stimuli, returned by scalable search, in the 

context of the specific problem definition at hand. For example, when one is interested 

in novel bio-inspired solutions for movement in a liquid context, filtering relevant search 

results for movement by only retaining those strategy documents with taxonomic 

groups of marine animals as focus organism is expected to be a useful filter. Taking this 

application one step further, if one works in a specific domain (e.g., robotics) that has 

taken a significant number of ideas from taxonomically related organisms (e.g., insects), 

taxonomic focus organism filtering could zoom in on insects to find new ideas within this 

class; or maybe even more interesting, the results of insects could be suppressed to 

identify more novel ideas for the domain. 
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7. BIODIVERSITY MEASURMENT FOR STRATEGY DOCUMENT CORPORA 
 

Building on the presented and validated focus organism detection algorithm, the 

biodiversity of biological strategy corpora can be calculated. First, the biodiversity 

measurement method is presented in Section 7.1, after which it is applied to two 

corpora: The Journal of Experimental Biology in Section 7.2 (as this journal is frequently 

cited in papers about specific BID cases) and the AskNature corpus in Section 7.3 (as this 

is the largest available corpus structured for an SSBID tool).  

 
7.1 Biodiversity measurement method 
 

Automated taxonomic aggregation—summarizing focus organism frequencies at 

a relatively high taxonomic rank (from kingdom to class) for a set of documents—is 

achieved by leveraging the parent–child relation the NCBI taxonomic database provides. 

Starting from any organism identifier (Taxonomy ID) at any taxonomic rank (ranging 

from the subspecies to the superkingdom rank), one can query for the nearest 

taxonomic parent until the root node is reached. Repeating this procedure allows the 

construction of a full taxonomic path for each focus organism and a taxonomic tree for 

the corpus. For example, the Lotus japonicus (Taxonomy ID 34305, species level) has the 

Lotus genus (Taxonomy ID 3867) as a direct parent, continuing to go up to higher ranks 

one encounters the kingdom Viridiplantae (Taxonomy ID 33090, green plants). This way, 

a link is established between the focus organism Lotus japonicus and the kingdom 

plants, and the species can be counted as plant. Next, taxonomic aggregation is 

performed by counting all focus organisms that belong to chosen taxonomic categories. 

This allows, for example, the counting of all focus organisms that have the taxonomic 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy/Browser/wwwtax.cgi?mode=Info&id=33090&lvl=3&p=mapview&p=has_linkout&p=blast_url&p=genome_blast&lin=f&keep=1&srchmode=1&unlock
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entry Viridiplantae (Taxonomy ID 33090) as a parent in their taxonomic path, or in other 

words counting the number of strategy documents for plants in the corpus and 

comparing this result to, for instance, the number of animals. The following two 

subsections provide examples. 

7.2 Biodiversity of the Journal of Experimental Biology 

The results for biodiversity measurement of the Journal of Experimental Biology 

(JEB) are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 3. As the scope of this journal is focused on animals, 

it is not surprising that less than 2% of the focus organism hypotheses point to 

organisms belonging to a different taxonomic branch. Hence this experiment can be 

seen as an extra validation confirming that the proposed method indeed provides an 

indicative view on the biodiversity of a corpus. It is also observed that almost 40% of the 

focus organisms in this strategy corpus are specified at a different rank than species. 

Hence the decision to integrate higher taxonomic ranks than the species rank for focus 

organism detection in biological strategies was important for achieving adequate recall. 

A more detailed biodiversity measurement is presented in Fig. 4, which 

illustrates the focus organism distribution at the class level for the 10 most frequent 

classes (representing in total 71% of the total corpus). It can be seen that this specific 

journal has many strategies for insects, ray-finned fishes and mammals but relatively 

few for Arachnida (spiders, scorpions, ticks, mites, etc.) or any of the classes that are not 

included in the top 10. For methods and tools that aim at discovering useful stimuli for 

bio-inspiration, such biodiversity measurements can assist in combining journals, or 

other natural-language corpora, to compose a large representative strategy corpus. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy/Browser/wwwtax.cgi?mode=Info&id=33090&lvl=3&p=mapview&p=has_linkout&p=blast_url&p=genome_blast&lin=f&keep=1&srchmode=1&unlock
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7.3 Biodiversity of the AskNature Corpus 
 

A strategy corpus that does not indicate a clear taxonomic focus in its scope is 

AskNature. In fact, AskNature aims at “organizing the world’s biological literature by 

function” [12]. Fig. 5 and Table 3 show AskNature’s corpus biodiversity. The main 

observation is that two out of three strategy documents in this corpus focus on animals. 

Half of the remaining strategies focus on plants, and, of note, 59 strategies (3.70%) are 

given focus organisms that belong to the group of Bacteria. As reaching their goal of 

organizing the world’s biological literature is ambitious for the adopted database 

expansion strategy (see Section 3), providing search on a representative strategy 

database could be a useful intermediate goal. In this context, the proposed method 

allows for the scalable balancing of a strategy corpus to meet an organization’s goals. 

 
 
8. DISCUSSION  
 

For estimating the biodiversity of corpora, the presented precision (85%) and 

recall (81%) are sufficient to obtain trustworthy results, especially taking into account 

the remarks made in Section 5 explaining these are conservative estimations for this 

application. However, when considering the other applications listed in Section 6, 

further increasing precision and recall remains interesting as these functionalities do not 

aggregate focus organism frequencies by higher ranks. 

A first opportunity for improving recall is iteratively composing a list of popular 

common names that currently are not present in the NCBI database but frequently 

occur in biological strategy literature. For example, although many types of plants, 
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grasses and trees are present in biological strategy documents, these general common 

names currently do not amount to detected mentions. Second, strategy documents that 

do not explicitly mention a focus organism influence recall negatively. To cope with texts 

like “Understanding the vertebrate immune system: insights from the reptilian 

perspective,” common words like reptilian could be manually added to the database; or, 

WordNet relations [32] could be leveraged to automatically map the adjective reptilian 

to the noun reptile of the WordNet category animals, after which the link to a Taxonomy 

ID can be made with LINNAEUS’ mention detection. Third, a significant fraction of the 

reported cases where the identified focus organism was incorrect can be easily avoided 

by further expanding the stop word list. In these 9 cases (out of the 400 random 

validation documents), focus organisms were detected for ammonia, glia and modulus, 

together accounting for 4 of the 9 mistakes. As such words are more likely to not refer 

to organisms, adding them to the stop list will benefit the precision of future runs.  

By linking strategy documents (e.g., about adhesion with Van Der Waals forces) 

to focus organisms (e.g., geckos), and using these links to characterize organisms, the 

knowledge contained in the corpus is extended with metadata. Such links are not 

statements about biology in general, as there are many other organisms with interesting 

strategies for adhesion, Van Der Waals forces are not exclusive to geckos and geckos 

have strategies for other functions. These links represent specific information in the 

corpus and, aggregated with other links, they provide functionalities like listing 

strategies and organisms for functions (problem-oriented SSBID) or listing strategies and 

functions for organisms (solution-oriented SSBID). However, even such aggregated-link 
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functionalities are limited to represent the information documented in the strategy 

corpus database, which eventually is limited by what humans have documented. 
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9. CONCLUSION 
 
 

To provide answers to new challenges brought forward by the recent increased 

interest in scalable methods and tools for Systematic Biologically-Inspired Design, this 

paper proposes mention and focus organism detection in biological strategy documents. 

The described method identifies the main organism a biological strategy document 

discusses with 85% precision and 81% recall. A number of applications of mention and 

focus organism detection are discussed: supporting scalable search algorithms, filtering 

results to more precisely answer the design problem at hand, taxonomic grouping of a 

large number of relevant strategies to allow more efficient exploration of the potential 

solution space and measuring the biodiversity of corpora at different taxonomic ranks. 
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Figure Captions List 

 

Fig. 1 Focus Organism Detection and Biodiversity Measurement 

Fig. 2 Characterization of geckos performed by SEABIRD 

Fig. 3 Measured biodiversity of the Journal of Experimental Biology at the 

(super)kingdom level 

Fig. 4 Measured biodiversity of the Journal of Experimental Biology at the class 

level (The top 10 classes for focus organisms, representing 71% of the 

corpus, are shown) 

Fig. 5 Measured biodiversity of the AskNature corpus at the (super)kingdom 
level 
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Table 1: Focus Organism (FO) Validation 

Test type Correct 
FOs 

More 
general 
FOs 

More 
specific 
FOs 

Wrong 
FO 

FO is 
not the 
focus 

Total 
number 
of FOs 

Documents 
without FO 

Titles 289 35 3 4 0 331 69 

Abstracts 36 8 2 5 1 52 17 

Total 325 43 5 9 1 383 17 
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  Table 2: Calculating Precision and Recall for Focus Organism Detection 

 Titles Titles + abstract 

Precision 87.31% (289/331) 84.86% (325/383) 

Recall 72.25% (289/400) 81.25% (325/400) 

Balanced F-score 79.07% 83.01% 
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Table 3: Biodiversity Results for Two Corpora: JEB and AskNature 
Name Taxonomy ID JEB AskNature 

Animalia 33208 7300 91.02% 1064 66.79% 

Plants 33090 107 1.33% 278 17.45% 

Fungi 4751 27 0.34% 22 1.38% 

Bacteria 2 21 0.26% 59 3.70% 

Archaea 2157 3 0.04% 4 0.25% 

No focus organism 
 

430 5.36% 89 5.59% 

Rest 
1
 

 
132 1.65% 77 4.83% 

 

                                                 
1
 132 JEB documents and 77 AskNature documents received a focus organism hypothesis that did not have 

any of the Taxonomy IDs in the table in their path. Hence, these documents did not contribute to the 

biodiversity measurement. 
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Appendix A: Complete stop word list for mention detection in biological strategies 
 
This stop word list is the original stop word list provided by LINNAEUS [30] (version 1.1), 
iteratively expanded through testing of focus organism detection in biological strategies. 
 
#id   regular expression 
 
species:ncbi:173331 [Pp]ermits? 
species:ncbi:59837 [sS]pots? 
species:ncbi:55581 [Nn]ames? 
species:ncbi:255564 [Rr]ays? 
species:ncbi:215167 3A 
species:ncbi:3708 [Rr]apes? 
species:ncbi:34205 [Ff]lags? 
species:ncbi:10760 T7 
species:ncbi:76720 Fishers? 
species:ncbi:9685 Cat[^s] 
species:ncbi:37334 Yu 
species:ncbi:138334 [Rr]amp 
species:ncbi:64459 [sS]mall white 
species:ncbi:185542 mates? 
species:ncbi:9793 Ass 
species:ncbi:6239 [Nn]ematodes? 
species:ncbi:1829 [Jj]1  
species:ncbi:169495 [Tt]his 
species:ncbi:337343 [Cc]alifornia 
species:ncbi:183605 [Vv]irginia 
species:ncbi:42449 [Ww]hites? 
species:ncbi:376232 [Gg]oes? 
species:ncbi:561168 [Rr]ebecca 
species:ncbi:39170 [Mm]elissa 
species:ncbi:4173 [Vv]eronica 
species:ncbi:13509 [Ee]rica 
species:ncbi:49669 [Pp]aris 
species:ncbi:4719 [Pp]hoenix 
species:ncbi:66679 [Dd]aphne 
 
 
 
 
 

#id   regular expression 
 
species:ncbi:359889 [Nn]evada 
species:ncbi:8985 [Pp]enelope 
species:ncbi:283033 [Ss]ander 
species:ncbi:71475 [Hh]ero 
species:ncbi:71475 [Hh]eros 
species:ncbi:55714 [Vv]enus 
species:ncbi:338213 [Ss]ergio 
species:ncbi:106761 [Pp]lanes 
species:ncbi:139583 [Bb]renda 
species:ncbi:441235 [Mm]ontana 
species:ncbi:191969 [Ll]ucia 
species:ncbi:344662 [Pp]atricia 
species:ncbi:42274 [Vv]anessa 
species:ncbi:42274 [Cc]ynthia 
species:ncbi:106761 [Pp]lanes? 
species:ncbi:58391 [Pp]hyllis 
species:ncbi:381266 [Aa]lexandra 
species:ncbi:3493 [Ff]igs? 
species:ncbi:6754 [Cc]ancers? 
species:ncbi:3660 [Mm]arrows? 
species:ncbi:62990 [Ll]asers? 
species:ncbi:274080 [Cc]ameras? 
species:ncbi:84796 [Dd]ives? 
species:ncbi:55421 [Tt]apes? 
species:ncbi:181464 [Rr]overs? 
species:ncbi:30870 [Dd]rums? 
species:ncbi:189528 [Ii]ndicators? 
species:ncbi:15297 [Bb]ent? 
 
 
 
 
 

 


